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Proposed Work 

The applicant replaced all of the second floor windows at the Rectory in 2014 as approved by the 

HPC and the Planning Board.  The brick residence was constructed in 1960.  Many of the wood 

components have rotted.  Some of the existing windows have insulated glass and the vacuum seal 

has failed.  The applicant now proposes to replace the first floor windows with the same window 

used at the second floor.  The applicant proposes the following work: 

 

 Replace six [6] windows as outlined in their application, dated 10 August 2018, on the 

ground floor of the Rectory. 

 Replace existing windows with Jen Wen Siteline EX Wood Casements consisting of 

Auralast pine construction.  The wood windows will be exterior factory primed.  There is 

no exterior cladding.  They are wood windows, both exterior and interior.  They will 

include insulated Low-e argon filled glass.  The windows will have simulated divided lights 

[SDL] with 7/8-inch profiled exterior muntins.  There will be interior wood muntins with 

SDL bronze shadow bars between the glass. 

 The exterior trim will be constructed of Azek and will match the dimensions and profiles of 

the existing crown molding and trim. 

 The new windows will match the original color, trim and panel configuration.  Where 

casements exist, the replacements will be operable casements with hardware matching the 

existing.  The existing bay and bow windows will be replicated.  Non-casement windows 

will be custom built to match the existing windows. 

 All windows will be flashed and insulated according to the manufacturer’s 

recommendations and standard building practices. 
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 Any deteriorated frame components that will remain in place will be replaced in-kind 

matching the dimensions and profiles of the existing frame components. 

 

Recommendations 

Commission member, Cynthia Byers, recommended that the applicant restore the existing 

windows rather than replace them. 

Other commission members stated that since the building was constructed in the 1960s, the 

existing windows may not be constructed of old growth lumber.  They stated that the applicant 

should look into replicating the existing windows in a harder and more durable wood.  The 

applicant agreed to investigate the possibility of using a harder wood. 

The proposed application meets the Standards of Review 135-50.C.5 and C.9.  [Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation #2, and #6] in Haddonfield’s Historic District Ordinance. 

Commission member, David Appleby, made a motion to recommend approval of the application 

on the condition that the applicant investigate the feasibility of replicating the existing windows 

with a harder wood.  Commission member, Paul Schmeck, seconded the motion.  Vote:  David 

Appleby, Paul Schmeck and Toni Bonnette approved the motion.  Cynthia Byers opposed the 

motion. 

 

Post Meeting Note: The applicant looked into the possibility of replicating the windows with a 

harder wood.  He stated that the manufacturer, Jeld-Wen, recommends their Auralast wood for 

exteriors because of its rot resistance. Their process injects the pine with a product that makes it 

rot resistant. 

 

Submitted by, 

Toni R. Bonnette 

Vice-Chair, Historic Preservation Commission 

Members Present:  Toni Bonnette, Paul Schmeck, Cynthia S. Byers and David Appleby. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


